4 EARTH: NATURAL SOUNDS OF OCEAN,
STREAM, RIVER, POND SP-7220
Dean Evenson

Soothing natural sounds drawn from four interconnected eco-systems and the flow of water
between them. The gentle sounds of water in its many forms are a supportive background for
meditation, healing, relaxation and even as a sleep aid. From ocean waves deep with whale song
to snowmelt streams, waterfalls and the calling of eagles, the Earth makes its statement. In a
time when people are increasingly disconnected from nature, this album is a soothing balm for
the soul.

MEDITATION MOODS
HARMONIC WAY

SP-7214

Dean & Dudley Evenson

SP-7222

Dean Evenson & Scott Huckabay

Harmonics are a key to healing with sound and trance guitarist Scott Huckabay is
a master of guitar harmonics, creating pure, bell-like sounds by gently tapping the
strings on the neck of his guitar in a perfect ratio. His harmonics and innovative
guitar effects resonate with the vibrating frequencies of Tibetan singing bowls, flute,
harp, viola and keyboards.

DREAMSPACE

After collaborating with great musicians from around the world for over 30 years, husband and
wife team, Dean and Dudley Evenson, have put together a beautiful offering featuring their own
deeply meditative music. This album celebrates their three decades of award-winning releases in
support of their mission of PEACE THROUGH MUSIC.

SP-7219

Dean Evenson

The music reflects the title – very dreamy with a sense of vast space and rich low
tones that take the listener to a deep state of inner peace. Dean’s sonorous flutes are
even slower than usual and in addition to his soprano silver flute, he adds the deep
tones of bass and alto flutes over a well-crafted bed of atmospheric keyboards.

CHAKRA MEDITATIONS AND TONES
Dudley & Dean Evenson with Vocalist Beth Quist

SP-7221

An effective tool for energizing and balancing the chakras. The album is designed to be
listened to frequently and is arranged so that one can add their own tones to the sound
track. The first half is affirmations on each chakra. The second half is toning with the
chakras. Liner notes explain the chakra system.

DESERT DAWN SONG

DREAMSPACE
COVR Award Best Meditation
Music & Music of the Year

RELAXATION ZONE
COVR Award Best New Age
Music & Music of the Year

REIKI OM
COVR Award Best Healing
Music & Music of the Year

HEALING SUITE
COVR Award Best Healing
Music and Music of the Year

SP-7223

Dean & Dudley Evenson

A desert canyon swells with life as the Earth rolls into a new day. Sunrise awakens
the birds at dawn and nature’s glorious symphony inspires this peaceful music of
flute, harp and cello reflecting the serene moment. This was the very first album
recorded in 1979 on Soundings of the Planet label and it helped launch a whole new
genre of music for relaxation, meditation and healing.

OCEAN DREAMS
Parent’s Choice
Award Winner

TAO OF HEALING
COVR Award Winner

HEALING WATERS
COVR Award Winner &
CD of the Year

NATIVE HEALING
COVR CD of the Year &
Indigenous Album of the Year

GOLDEN SPA TONES
COVR Healing Album
of the Year

SACRED EARTH
A SOUND SLEEP
COVR Best New Age Music COVR Best Specialty Music

VISIT WWW.SOUNDINGS.COM:
NEW NATURE MUSIC DVDS • ONLINE COURSES • NEW RELEASES • T-SHIRTS • GIFT CERTIFICATES • SOUND
SAMPLES FROM OUR ENTIRE CATALOG • ADDITIONAL INFO & LATE-BREAKING NEWS • FLASH PRESENTATIONS
OF OUR LATEST RECORDINGS • MUSIC REVIEWS & MORE!

P.O. BOX 4472, Bellingham, WA 98227 | 1-800-93-PEACE

LIKE SOUNDINGS OF
THE PLANET FAN PAGE
ON FACEBOOK

SUBSCRIBE TO
SOUNDINGS OF THE
PLANET ON YOUTUBE

You are familiar with Dean and Dudley Evenson’s Music, but did you know
they are also video pioneers and have been making videos since 1970?
Check out their recent video programs…
Dean and Dudley Evenson Present

SONIC HEALING
MEET THE MASTERS VIDEO COURSE

SP-6013

10 Hour long video programs with 30 sound healers, doctors, researchers, musicians, authors
and therapists. These intimate interviews with leading edge thinkers help unravel the mysteries of
meditation, healing and the miracle of music and sound.
DVD set includes access to curriculum and suggested activities for each session.
Public viewing license included.
Featuring Joan Borysenko, Gordon Dveirin, Jonathan Ellerby, Tito La Rosa, Rev. Michael Beckwith, Rickie Byars Beckwith,
Christine Stevens, Remo Belli, Melinda Witter, Arthur Hull, Larry Dossey, Barbara Dossey, Yungchen Lhamo, Don Campbell,
Silvia Nakkach, Deva Premal, Miten, Steven Halpern, Dean Evenson, Dudley Evenson, Scott Huckabay, Gary Schwartz,
Wilbert Alix, Jeffrey Thompson, Jonathan Goldman, Andi Goldman, Jill Purce, Joshua Leeds, Donna Carey, Ellen Franklin.

4 EARTH DVD: SCENIC VISTAS OF OCEAN,
STREAM, RIVER, POND SP-6012

Dean and Dudley Evenson COVR Award Best Video

Stunning images videotaped by Dean Evenson of four uniquely different environments and the flow
of water among them. A perfect antidote to the stresses of modern urban life. Teachers can also
use it to bring awareness of nature and these four eco-systems into the classroom. Hour long video
program can be looped or each segment can be looped. Can be played with only nature sounds or
with music added.

MEDITATION MOODS

SP-6009

Dean and Dudley Evenson COVR Award Best Video

Relax in the perfection of nature’s own peace. Enter a calm oasis of natural beauty and gentle music
that will allow you to feel like you have access to your own personal sanctuary in the heart of nature
any time you need it. Dean Evenson has been called the ‘Ansel Adams of scenic nature videography’
due to his sensitive camerawork which gives the viewer an intimate experience of pristine wilderness
areas. These stunning visuals of lotus ponds, glorious gardens in bloom, ancient forests and ocean
environments are perfectly complemented by Dean and Dudley’s soothing music of flute, harp and
keyboards.

A YEAR OF GUIDED MEDITATIONS

SP-6010

Dean and Dudley Evenson COVR Award Best Video

This magnificent collection of 52 high-powered affirmations based on practical wisdom is spoken
over a background of stunning video images of nature. Dudley Evenson’s soothing voice carries a
resonance which opens up the heart to receive the truth inherent in the affirmations. The soothing
background of nature sounds and gentle music of harp and flute supports the meditative experience
and allows the principles to integrate more fully.

2 U.N EARTH SUMMITS: 1972 & 1992
Dean Evenson

SP-6011

Historic video from United Nations Environmental Conferences in
Stockholm and Rio.In 1972, the camera focus is on Native Americans
and Mother Earth message. The 1992 video focuses on women, indigenous people and youth.
Although some progress has been made in the past forty years, these messages are still
extremely relevant today. A must-see for anyone interested in preserving our environment.
Public viewing license included.

soundings.com

1-800-93-PEACE

Dear Friends,

M usic

Thanks for your support of Soundings of the Planet over the past three decades as
we share Peace Through Music in a world in great need of healing. We are excited
to let you know about our new releases as well as our timeless musical offerings.
Please visit our website to become part of our online community and to hear free
sound samples of our music and to view our video offerings. Also, invite us to be
your friend on Facebook and join our Soundings of the Planet fan page. We look
forward to hearing from you how the music has helped in your life.

HEALING SANCTUARY
Dean Evenson with ’Rachael

HEALING DREAMS

SP-7211

SP-7188

SP-7186

Dean Evenson & Scott Huckabay

Dean has created this very meditative album to resonate with all the
Chakras. His gorgeous flute and keyboard work is enhanced by Scott Huckabay’s
guitar harmonics along with cello, viola, harp, light percussion and Tibetan bowls. Each track reflects
a specific Chakra with the final track bringing balance and resolution to all.

An aural dreamscape of ethereal flute, harmonic guitar, dreamy wordless vocals and Tibetan
bowls creates a healing space for meditation, relaxation, and bodywork. We have received
much positive feedback from practitioners on its effectiveness to support the healing process.
Includes Theta frequency to deepen the relaxation effect. Not recommended while driving!

HEALING WATERS

SP-7207

Dean Evenson

Dean Evenson & d’R achael

Harp and flutes carry you away to the spa of your dreams. Dean and longtime
collaborator, d’Rachael, offer this return to Soundings’ roots with an hour of peaceful music that is a
perfect support for massage and other healing modalities.

GOLDEN SPA TONES

for deeper relaxation

This soothing blend of flute and harps is a perfect antidote to the stresses of our times.
In this healing sanctuarydof sound, the soul can find shelter from the storms of life and inner
peace can become an actuality. The album is specifically designed to create a space where
one can simply be. The music is dedicated to all who have suffered at the hand of violence.

Dean Evenson & Soundings Ensemble

SPA DREAMS

H ealing A rts & S ound H ealing S eries

These CDs all contain the Earth Resonance Frequency

Blessings, Dean & Dudley Evenson & the Soundings Family

CHAKRA HEALING

for the

SP-7179

Coalition of Visionary Resourcess (COVR) Double Award Winner!
Best Healing Album & Album of the Year
A ‘sonic spa’ for the soul with lush flutes, dreamy guitar and cascading waterfalls. Bathe in the
beauty of nature’s own symphony blended with soothing music designed to harmonize body
and soul. This all time top-seller is the perfect choice to complement all healing practices.

MOUNTAIN MEADOW MEDITATION

SP-7193

Dean Evenson & Scott Huckabay and Introducing Deobrat Mishra on sitar

SP-7204

Dean Evenson & Walter Makichen

COVR Healing Album of the Year! Ethereal tones of Tibetan singing bowls and silver flutes soothe the soul like

a massage for the spirit. Gentle ocean waves and the Earth Resonance Frequency deepen the experience
to a contemplative Alpha state.

MUSIC FOR THE HEALING ARTS

EAGLE RIVER CD AND DVD

Dean Evenson & Soundings Ensemble

Dean Evenson & Soundings Ensemble

Inspiring music of silver flute, native flutes, guitar and harps. Enjoy the CD itself or check out the DVD for
an hour of music with stunning video of eagles along this wild river in the Pacific Northwest. DVD also
includes 3 Guided Relaxation Bonus Tracks plus a Relaxation Training booklet. Eagle River is being used
at Walter Reed and other hospitals to help returning combat veterans heal from war wounds and PTSD.

SP-7202

– BERNIE SIEGEL, MD

Best-selling author of Love, Medicine & Miracles

SP-7212

Dudley Evenson

COVR Award-winner Speciality Album of the Year

52 weekly affirmations with guided visualizations,
relaxation imagery and soothing music.

Wholesale Options Available

SP-7187

First release in the series created for and by health professionals. Includes selections that have
proven to be best for bodywork with new music and sub-audio frequencies known to have
a positive influence on the human nervous system. Lyrical flute, melodic harps, guitar, and
piano produce a beautiful and relaxing musical experience. Ideal for all forms of bodywork.

SOUND MASSAGE

“This DVD is perfect for everyone because life is a stressful event...
The images and sounds can help a person flow through difficult times and find
a sense of calm as they reconnect with the sea of peace.”

MEDITATION MOMENT

Imagine yourself in a meadow on the side of a mountain. The scent of spring flowers fills the air
and the music of flute and guitar with a touch of sitar floats on the breeze. Evenson’s sensitive
flute and Huckabay’s guitar harmonics are enhanced by the exotic sitar of Deobrat Mishra, 7th
generation master from India.

SP-7189

Dean Evenson & Soundings Ensemble
SP-6008

Carefully selected music creates an ideal mood for massage and bodywork. Along with a
good massage table and body oil, healing music has become a ‘must-have’ for a therapist’s
medicine kit. The combination of instruments and the Earth Resonance Frequency
brings out the best in a healing session.

SOUND HEALING

SP-7174

Dean Evenson & Soundings Ensemble

The definitive ‘Best of Soundings’ collection. This inspiring collection of peaceful music
by sound healing pioneer Dean Evenson has been specifically created to help people
relax and lower stress levels and is an ideal tool for music therapy and supporting other
healing methods. If you must own one truly effective relaxation album, own this one.

soundings.com

1-800-93-PEACE

K eyboard M agic
Tom Barabas is a pianist and composer of exceptional skill and sensitivity.
He began his formal studies at the Hungarian Conservatory in Budapest. Tom
immigrated to Venezuela with his family and graduated from the Venezuela
Conservatory in Caracas. Drawing from his background in Western European, South
American and North American music, his compositions have a vital richness that
have gained him an international reputation. Tom brings his piano mastery to this
magical collection of effective and beautiful stress-reducing music.
CLASSICAL HEALING

SP-7182

Tom Barabas

The best of the classical greats, beautifully arranged for solo piano, with a sensitivity
that heals the body, mind and heart. Viola and other accompaniment add a rich
depth to timeless compositions by Bach, Beethoven, Mozart and more. A ‘must’ for
your classical and healing collection.

SEDONA SUITE
Tom Barabas

SP-7142

This Billboard-charting and perennial best-seller reflects the light and warmth of Arizona’s red rocks.
Tom’s elegant piano and keyboard arrangements will lift your spirit and bring joy to your heart.

JOURNEY BACK TO SEDONA

SP-7162

Tom Barabas

The popular sequel to Sedona Suite, this album expresses the good nature and
sparkle that have become Tom Barabas’ trademark. Relaxed, free-flowing piano
instrumentals kindle a perception of timelessness and spirit you’ll find only in Sedona.

ROMANTIC RHAPSODIES
Tom Barabas

SP-7176

Dean Evenson

SP-7208

Warm, resonant tones of the wood flute merge with gentle sounds of water. Soothing
melodies, soft drumbeats and rattles invoke the spirit of nature.

OCEAN DREAMS

SP-7140

Dean Evenson

Parents’ Choice Award Winner! This Billboard-charting album pioneered what we
now know as ‘environmental music’. One of our all-time best sellers! The gentle rhythm
of ocean waves, dolphins and whale songs form the background for ethereal flutes,
harps and synthesizer. Deep peace is evoked from these harmonious sounds.
Perfect for meditation, massage, birthing and nap time.

DESERT MOON SONG with Hemi-Sync®

Dean Evenson

SP-7206

Dean’s ‘classic’ homage to the sacred, purifying energies of the desert has been
re-mastered and combined with Hemi-Sync frequencies, featuring hemispheric sound
technologies to balance and focus the brain. This mystical tribute to the expansive desert
ecosystem takes you from sunrise to starlight amidst the call of the coyote, Hopi chant, silver
and native flutes, harps and keyboards.
SP-7150

Follow rivers and streams to the heart of the rainforest. Rich in natural sounds
and capturing the grandeur of the Earth’s cycles. An ideal tool for environmental
consciousness raising. FREE educational curriculum printed on kenaf paper. New CD
ROM about eco forestry with nature music video. Ideal for home or classroom.
SP-7169

Dean Evenson & Tom Barabas

Tom Barabas

WOOD OVER WATER

Dean Evenson

Winner of the COVR Award, this album is a garden of delights. ‘Harpin On the
Sunlight’,‘Dew Bee Dew’ and others feature Dean Evenson’s silver flute, Tom Barabas’
elegant keyboards and Richard Hardy’s woodwinds blooming together and floating
you on the sweet breeze of summer.

MAGIC IN DECEMBER

Dean Evenson is is a true visionary of the genre, a prolific musician and
composer who plays flutes and keyboards. He pioneered the use of music as a
tool for healing with his popular Nature Music and Sound Healing series. His work
is endorsed by leaders in the field of Mind/Body Medicine including Dr. Deepak
Chopra, Joan Borysenko, PhD. and Dr. Larry Dossey. He has had five albums on
the Billboard charts. He and his wife Dudley travel extensively doing sound healing
workshops and concerts.

FOREST RAIN

Love’s intimate interludes expressed in sensual keyboard
melodies that create a mood for romance.
A perfect gift for yourself or anyone you love.

BACK TO THE GARDEN

E arth M usic

PEACEFUL POND
Dean Evenson

SP-7160

It’s the peak of summer. You’re floating quietly on a raft. Dragonflies hover.
Birds tell their story. Flute, harp, cello and piano reflect the tranquility of this perfect
pond. You are in a meditative paradise dedicated to the preservation of our wetlands.

DREAMSTREAMS

SP-7203

SP-7163

Dean Evenson

Includes traditional holiday favorites, Barabas originals and two beloved classics,
Schubert’s Ave Maria and Pachelbel’s Canon in D. A universally appealing,
harmonically beautiful holiday album.

IMAGINE PEACE

SP-7199

Dean Evenson & Singh Kaur with Soundings Ensemble
An offering of love songs to the universe.
Featuring a breathtaking version of John Lennon’s
‘Imagine’ performed by legendary vocalist Singh Kaur.
Bonus CD-ROM of the Soundings story.

Ask About Licensing

Accompany this nature’s nectar from Pacific Northwest mountain streams to Hawaiian
waterfalls and lagoons. You’ll discover soothing relaxation in the symphony of
water sounds, Celtic harp, silver flute and keyboard.

A GIFT FOR MOTHER

Dean Evenson & Tom Barabas

SP-7194

Creative instrumental interpretations of traditional and contemporary hymns are highlighted
by the soothing sounds of nature. Beautifully arranged flute, piano and keyboards give new
life to such favorites as Amazing Grace, Holy Holy Holy, Morning Has Broken and Let
There Be Peace on Earth. Dedicated to Dean’s 96 year-old mother, Margaret Evenson.

Friend us on Facebook!

Sacred World
ASCENSION TO TIBET

SP-7157

Dean Evenson

His Holiness the Dalai Lama of Tibet
and Dean Evenson practicing the art
of happiness. Both are featured on
ASCENSION and PRAYER.

Inspired by Tibet to celebrate the eternal quest of the human spirit.
Flutes, harps, cello, and keyboards are interwoven with Tibetan bells,
chanting monks, and Himalayan waterfalls. Re-released with added track
“Om Mane Padme Hum” chant by His Eminence Migyur Rinpoche.
Includes CD ROM video of the Dalai Lama & images of Tibet

PRAYER

SP-7170

A Multi Cultural Journey of Spirit

A celebration of musical prayers and chants from the world’s major religions.
This joyous affirmation of the soul is a powerful way to pray, and will take you to a deep, spiritual space.
Featuring: Krsna Prema Das, Sophia, Nada Shakti, Jai Uttal, Rebbe Soul, Lorellei/Singh Kaur, Musa Dieng
Kala, Savae Vocal Ensemble, Cha-Das-Ska-Dum, and His Holiness the Dalai Lama.

SACRED WORLD CHANTS

SP-7198

Dean Evenson & Various Artists

This stunning collection by today’s leading chant masters is a rich, cross-cultural musical journey featuring
mantras from the world’s major spiritual paths. Exotic instrumentation and contemporary arrangements
breathe new life into these ancient songs. When so much conflict in the world today is based on spiritual
divisions, this album is a prayer for peace, building musical bridges between cultures. Features Deva
Premal, Snatam Kaur, Sophia, Gina Salá, Cha-das-ska-dum and more.

HEALING THE HOLY LAND

P lanet Pulse
RAGA CYCLE

SP-7195

Dean Evenson, ‘Pt’ Shivnath Mishra & Deobrat Mishra

Dean Evenson joins creative forces with Master Indian Sitarist ‘Pandit’
Mishra, and his son Deobrat Mishra - Winner of the “Jewel of Sound
Award” - India’s Grammy! In this masterpiece of cultural blending,
the Mishras extend the boundaries of the traditional raga to create
their own remarkable improvisational compositions.

SOUNDINGS GLOBAL
RHYTHMS COLLECTION
Dean Evenson & Various Artists

SP-7210

Many people think of Soundings more as a healing label but in this high-energy collection, we
bring together the outstanding world music and chants that we have recorded over the years.
Features Deva Premal, Jai Uttal, Azam Ali, SOULFOOD, Scott Huckabay, Daniel Paul, Alain
Eskinasi, Cha-das-ska-dum, the Mishras, Sonic Tribe, Gina Salá and more.

SPA RHYTHMS

SP-7205

Dean Evenson & SOULFOOD - Recommended by NY Times Style M agazine
COVR World Album of the Year! Sumptuous rhythm and bliss at its finest. World grooves,
percussion and native chants are blended with atmospheric soundscapes that are perfect for
yoga, movement or just chillin’. Great for the spa lounge or waiting room.

NATIVE HEALING

SP-7209

COVR Album of the Year &
Indigenous Album of the Year

It was Dean’s honor and privilege to put the music to Cha-das-ska-dum’s
prayerful drumming and chanting. In addition, Cha-das-ska-dum’s wife
and daughter added native flute and vocal harmonies to this album,
reflecting the spirit of Native American healing.

SP-7180

ARCTIC REFUGE:
A GATHERING OF TRIBES SP-7159

Dean Evenson & Li Xiangting
COVR Award Winner!

Silver flute meets ancient zither in this East meets West masterpiece.
Dean Evenson, healing music pioneer, and Li Xiangting, Chinese
guqin master, artfully blend music that is perfect for Feng Shui and the
Oriental healing arts.

TAO OF PEACE

SP-7190

Dean Evenson & Li Xiangting

The much anticipated follow up to the best-selling, award-winning
Tao of Healing. Very popular for Yoga and all Healing Arts

Cha-das-ska-dum (featured on
NATIVE HEALING and ARCTIC REFUGE) & Dean Evenson
Li Xiangting’s mastery of the exotic
7-stringed Chinese zither is featured
on the award-winning TAO OF
HEALING and TAO OF PEACE.

SOUND YOGA

SP-7192

Dean Evenson & Soundings Ensemble

Evenson draws from over 30 years of practicing yoga to create the ultimate yoga session!
Almost 70 minutes of music chosen in cooperation with leading yoga instructors features new
music and selections from best-selling CDs arranged in a flowing sequence to support one’s
practice. Whether you are a seasoned teacher, a new student or a longtime practitioner,
this music will bring balance and harmony to your life and your daily routine.

BETWEEN TWO WORLDS

SP-7200

Daniel Paul

Fullbright award-winning drummer, Daniel Paul, creates rolling rhythms on the tabla
tarong of India along with Celtic, African, Middle Eastern and Western instrumentation.

Ask About Private Label

SP-7184

Dean Evenson & Cha-das-ska-dum

Various Artists

Dean and Dudley Evenson present this outstanding collection of Christian, Jewish and Muslim music of
the Middle East. Features Jai Uttal, Azam Ali, Omar Faruk Tekbilek, Halla Bassam, Gina Salá, Lydia M
Cauley, Rita Glassman, VOX, Rafe Pearlman, Ofer Golany, Peregrine Medieval Vocal Ensemble.

TAO OF HEALING

Master Indian Sitarist ‘Pandit’ Mishra
& his award-winning son Deobrat Mishra
are featured with Dean on RAGA CYCLE.
Deobrat also appears on MOUNTAIN
MEADOW MEDITATION

Native A merican Artists & Friends

Musicians including R. Carlos Nakai, Cha-das-ska-dum, and Sarah
James have joined together to create a powerful benefit album of
native flute, chanting, and prayer songs. A portion of the proceeds
benefit preserving the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.

SONIC TRIBE features Dean Evenson, Scott Huckabay, Gina Salá, A.B. Didge, Daniel Paul, Gregg Callahan and more...

SONIC TRIBE

SPIRIT RISING

SP-7181

Middle East meets the Outback in this
critically-acclaimed debut album with
didgeridoo, guitar, percussion, flute and
vocals. A unique, high energy blend of
world fusion rhythms.

SHAPESHIFTERS

SP-7183

Alain Eskinasi, Aziz Paige, Richard Hardy

Neo-shamanic drumbeats...the sensuous vibration of electric
sitar. The wail of woodwinds. Shapeshifters is a synthesis of Celtic,
Eastern, African and American roots, creating an upbeat, elemental
sound. Extraordinary music for free-form dancing.

soundings.com

SP-7191

This multi-cultural tapestry of sound is a
feast for the senses that will inspire the
dance of life! Global harmony in sound with
two lead singers from Cirque de Soleil.

1-800-93-PEACE

